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EUROPEAN CHAMPIONSHIP A 

1:8 OFF ROAD 

MK Eskil Eskilstuna Sweden 

TEAM MANAGER MEETING 
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 

Driver Registration. 

Registration will be open from Monday 13.00 170731 to Tuesday 13.00 170801. We will hand 

out to the Team Manager of each country the accreditation card for each driver, mechanic and 

visitors. The cards will be included in the envelop by driver that the Team Managers should 

collect in the registration area. The envelope is addressed by driver with the driver’s name, main 

frequency and the transponder that must be mounted in his car. Included in the envelop will 

also be the numbers of the car, 3 numbers, to be placed in each of the 3 windows of the car, 

front, left and right window. The numbers are not allowed to be cut down. Exception could be 

done for fuel window. Technical inspection manager will take the decision. 

The Team manager will receive a list of his country drivers, the list contains all data by driver 

(EFRA licence number, frequencies, transponder, age, car’s brand, engine and other data that 

the organizers may need). The Team Manager must check out every data with his drivers and 

return the form with all missing or wrong data filled in or any other possible amendment done 

to the registration a.s.a.p. (as soon as possible). Included in the envelop will also be the time 

schedule for the practice, map of the marshal positions at the track and the circulation model to 

the warm up area and to the pit lane/fueling ramp 

 

Each country has its tables reserved in the Paddock. Only you can and should use this tables  

 

Without the accreditation card it is not allowed to participate in a practice/control practice.  
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IMPORTANT: Team Manager will have to give back, asap to the registration, the 
envelopes of “not coming drivers” (drivers he is sure will not attend the event).  

Security 
It’s absolutely forbidden to use, in the rostrum, other individual stand then those provided by the 

organizer, if the driver is over 160 cm. When allowed, by the organizer, it is on their own risk. (Rule 

5.2.2. of Handbook) 

Smoking and using drugs in the Paddock, Cantina and Rostrum is strictly forbidden. Smoking is only 

allowed outside the fence. 

General moving  

Rostrum have one stair divided in two parts, up to the right and down to left, seen from the ground. 

Both marked. 

For Practice and Qualifying the drivers shall wait beside the stair close to the paddock area of the 

rostrum. When the current race has started the drivers will be allowed to enter the Rostrum but have 

to stay behind the white line behind the active drivers. After the practice or qualifying are over the 

active drivers leave the rostrum using the stair to the left (right seen from the top of the stair) and go 

immediately for marshalling and the mechanics leave the car and fuel bottle (which should be 

marked with the same number as the car) at the shelf for technical inspection. 

The car can then be picked up at the Parc ferme shelf.  

During practice and qualifying the drivers must always drive from his place (number) at the rostrum. 

Only during the finals, driver can choose his place in order at his number (first #1, second #2, etc.). 

Free Practice & control practice: reseeding  

Free practice is organised by 15 fixed practice heats of 12 drivers each. The cars must carry its numbers 

(at the windows). 2 mechanics are allowed for each driver. The results of the heats are published at 

the result board. All drivers will have 4 rounds of free practice (5, 5, 5, & 9 minutes) and two more for 

control practice (5+3 minutes). Only the best result by points of the two rounds of Controlled Practice 

will be used to do the reseeding for qualifying groups. The best 3 consecutive laps will be used for 

reseeding purposes. The race Director will decide if he will use the complete track time or just last 5 

minutes. In Control Practice only it’s allowed to cut the track during the first minute before passing the 

loop for the first time. Penalty overlapping (not respecting) this is 5 seconds to the best time. 

Early in the morning on Wednesday there will be a so called “track shake-down” round valid as sort 

out problems round.  

Technical Inspection 

During Monday from 13:00 and Tuesday, one by one, all drivers must pass pre technical inspection. 

Wednesday at 13:00 all cars must have passed the technical Inspection and had the chassis marked. 

During control practice, qualifying rounds, and finals, all cars must always go immediately to Technical 

Inspection with fuel bottle. Fuel bottle to be marked with the car number. 
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Opening Ceremony 

Wednesday about 16:30, after the 2nd round of control practice the Opening Ceremony will take place. 

The Organiser will call the Teams country by country and the drivers, unless otherwise advised, will 

walk from paddock, walk straight until the front of the rostrum, little stop (a moment for press 

pictures), and after the pictures, the team will walk to its place on the track. Swedish Team, as 

organising country, will do the parade as the last team. 

 

Banquet 

After the opening ceremony a banquet will be held in a special place in the city. Time 19:30.  

All driver and one mechanic is invited free of charge. A limited number of tickets for those who is 

not invited free of charge will be available to be purchased to the convenient price of €15. Tickets 

to be bought not later than Tuesday 19:00 in the cantina.  

Busses will transport those who had no possibility to go by car to the banquet place. It is a limited 

number of places available so please make a reservation not later than Tuesday 19:00. 

Driving map how to go to the banquet place is included in the envelop 

 

Lunches 

Lunches as Swedish everyday food will be available every day between 11:00-15:00. 

 

Qualification 

Wednesday, after Opening Ceremony, organizers will publish the heat arrangement for Qualification, 

based on the results of the Control Practice.  

There will be 5 rounds of Qualification. Qualification will be by 3 best results, by points.  

After the race director opens the track, automatically 3 minutes after, computer give the flying start 

announcing 3 minutes, 2 minutes, 1 minute and 30 second to start. 

When time-keeper or computer voice advice/announce “race is over”, all cars should immediately will 

go to pit lane, the only moment for cutting the track is allowed to do. 

Deliberate stops waiting for the start signal will based, on Race Directors and Referees decision, be 

penalized. 

Remember: No car can wait for the start sound stopping before the antenna and it is not possible to 

cut the track during the 1 minute before the start. Doing that will cause a 10 seconds penalty or a pass 

through penalty. 
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The mechanic collects the car and goes directly to technical inspection, after turn off the batteries (no 

dismount). It is not allowed to dismount or to makes any other operation in the car. 2 mechanics are 

allowed for each driver.  

Marshalling 

Drivers should act as Marshalls when they have finished the heat and left the rostrum (practice & 

qualifying).  

Drivers must go to his/her place (number) at the track. The marshalling positions are clearly marked. 

No open shoes are allowed. Gloves and other protections are available and  mandatory. Marshalling 

jackets must be used. 

Only the Race Director or his assistant is allowed to permit another driver substitute to act as marshal 

in the name of a driver, and only in special circumstances. (See new rule 8.15 of Handbook) 

If the driver is not in his place for marshalling at 1 minute before the start of the next heat, he will lose 

his best result. This penalty will not allow the driver to not stay in his marshalling place the rest of the 

time of marshalling. 

The drivers of the heat 15 (last one) will be the Marshalls in the heat 1. (See table) 

For the Finals, a special marshalling schedule will be created.  

The marshals must stay in place with the jacket on or in his/her hands until replacement arrives. 

Finals 

Friday afternoon (see table), 1/2048 until 1/128 finals will be run (15 minutes). Rest of finals will be on 

Saturday. The starting system is the Lemans system. After some warm-up laps at 1 minute to start the 

Race Director call all cars to pit lane. After all cars are in the pit lane, and with the race director’s 

authorization, only 1 mechanic crosses the main straight to his starting position. The 4 wheels of car 

must be on the box, no wheel over the track surface. 

The Start signal will be given with a horn. 

10 minutes delay can only be asked at semi-finals and Main final, not in any other sub final. This driver 

who has requested the 10 min delay start the as last car. 

 

Racing Procedure 

DSM Transmitters users (drivers) can’t call for frequency problems.  

Over 40 & Junior Finals 

These finals are exhibition race. The official results will be used for race classification. 

Team Managers communicate to organizers which drivers are junior under 17 years old or over 40). In 

case of doubt team managers must show passport or identity card of theses drivers. 
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If one driver over 40 or junior drivers classifies for main finals she/he cannot drive in the exhibition 

final. 

Nations Cup 

A Nations cup will be run with drivers competing as a team representing their countries. Before the 

start of the qualification rounds each Team manager should provide the Race Director name of 

maximum 4 drivers representing their country. 

 

Racing Procedure – Extra rules 

Outside the Technical Inspection Office you can find numbers for the car. 

During the current heat the drivers for the coming heat are allowed to enter the rostrum when the 

computer voice announce “next heat get ready” and stay behind the whiter line. The drivers will when 

leaving the rostrum leave the radio at the place especially dedicated for it and take its position as 

Marshal. The driver has to go DIRECTLY to its marshalling positions. After they have marshalling they 

MUST RECOLLECT their radio.  

If some driver “lost his temper at the rostrum, Race director or Referee will in a friendly tone ask the 

driver to leave the rostrum and calm down. 

Drugs are not allowed to use during the ongoing race 

Positions at the rostrum: During Heats drivers must stand adjacent to their numbers on the rostrum 

barrier.  

For the Main final the drivers can chose his position at the rostrum beginning with the lowest starting 

number. His mechanic stays always down below (under) his driver position. 

After marshalling the Drivers, collect his/her transmitter and the car from Technical inspection. Not 

before. 

DSM Transmitters users can’t call for frequency problems. 

In Team manager’s room or alternative place designed, you as Team Manager can get all race results 

and any others information published. 

If any driver needs to change frequency or transponder number, team manager must communicate it 

to the Time manager. Only after the Time managers approval the change will be allowed.  

A limited numbers of Spare transponders could be provided by the club. The club will have a deposit 

of 100 euros as warranty. 

All cars must carry 3 numbers: front, left, right (without any cut) and  always placed at the windows 

of body.  
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Referee can sanction his penalties with several “formats”: warning, stop & go or drive through and 

time penalty. This will be determined by the Referees 

3 warnings mean disqualification or black flag. 

Protests, Only written protests handed over to the Race director not later than 20 minutes after 

publication of the result. Protest fee €100 or equivalent host country currency. The protest should be 

handed over by the Team manager. 

Stop & Go will be done in the pit line. Car enters the pit lane, stops (full stop) and immediately go. Time 

Penalty, the cars enters the pit lane, the car is lifted by the mechanic until the Referees allow the car 

to “go”. It is not allowed, during the penalties to do any repair or refuelling. 

In a drive through penalty the car must pass through the pit lane at slow speed. 

It’s not allowed that the Marshalls do any repair at a car during the heat. This will generate a time 

penalty for the driver and for the marshal. 

The use of Safety Charging Bags is mandatory for ALL batteries as per the EFRA rules. This is of the 

outmost importance. 

Please, advice your drivers and mechanics to use the trash boxes.  

Thank you for your collaboration.  

Good luck and have a good race! 

  

 

 


